Abstract: Although advance future avionics will enable full compliance with the given trajectory; there are many uncertainty sources that can deflect aircraft from their intended positions. In this article we investigate potential of robust trajectory planning, considered as an additional demand management action, as a mean to alleviate the en-route congestion in airspace. Robust trajectory planning (RTP) involves generation of congestion-free trajectories with minimum operating cost taking into account uncertainty of trajectory prediction and unforeseen event. The model decision variables include ground delay, change of horizontal route and vertical profile (flight level) to resolve congestion problem. The article introduces a novel approach for route generation (3D trajectory) based on homotopic feature of continuous functions. It is shown that this approach is capable of generating a large number of route shapes with a reasonable number of decision variables. RTP problem is modeled as a mixed-variable optimization problem and it is solved using stochastic optimization technique. The model is tested on a real-life example from the French airspace. The results indicate that, under certain conditions, with small increase of total planned costs, it is possible to increase robustness of the proposed solution providing a good alternative to the solutions given by existing conflict-free trajectory planning models.
INTRODUCTION
Even at the current level of traffic demand, en-route congestion is cited as one of the principals restricting factor to future growth of the airline industry. In 2012, about 17% of (or 1.5 million) flights in Europe arrived with more than 15 minutes delay compared with the schedule [1] . For the same year, IATA [2] has estimated that delays increased airline direct operating cost by 4.5 billion Euros. With global air traffic demand expected to continue growing (predicted to be tripled by 2050 [3] ), ICAO foreseen fundamental change in the operating paradigm for air navigation services in the following decade [4] . Major systems development programs are underway around the world, including the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) program in the United States [5] , and the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) program in Europe [6] .
Trajectory Based Operations (TBO) represents a cornerstone of future ATM. TBO will enable aircraft to fly negotiated flight paths, Reference Business Trajectory (RBT), taking into consideration both operator preferences (more direct and fuel efficient routes) and optimal airspace system performance. Due to the high precision of RBT, TBO implies the possibility to design efficient congestion-free aircraft trajectories more in advance (pre-tactical, strategic level). Still, there are many uncertainty sources that may deflect an aircraft from its intended position (initial delay, wind, atmospheric temperature, actual aircraft mass, etc.) in addition to special events such as severe weather, volcanic ash, ATC strikes, etc. The best planning algorithm, however, is useless if the resulting plans cannot be implemented in the real world.
Therefore, in this work, model for robust 4D trajectory planning is proposed, taking into account uncertainty of trajectory prediction and unforeseen event, while minimizing total additional cost incur to the airspace users due to deviation from the user preferred trajectories (UPT). This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief overview of the existing methods for trajectory planning. In the next section 3, a new method for robust trajectory planning (RTP) is proposed including Homotopy route generation model. The proposed RTP model is applied on a large scale real-life problem and test results are shown in section 4. Finally, section 5 sums up the findings and lists the major contributions of this work and point toward areas of future research.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
In recent years, problem of trajectory planning becomes increasingly popular. Several classes of methods are used to address this problem. One of the earliest approaches [7] is based on the Evolution theory and uses basic operators: selection, mutation and crossover for generating new population of aircraft trajectories. The state space is a set of finite horizontal (straight line, turning point and offset) and vertical (level-off) maneuvers, similar to the ones used currently by ATCo. Their future work [8] and [9] took into account speed uncertainty and real aircraft performance model, in order to get closer to real ATC system. In more recent work [10] , the authors propose a new framework that separates the trajectory prediction and detection model from the solver. Hence, for a given scenario a 4D-matrix, containing conflict information indexed by aircraft pairs and maneuver pairs, is computed using any simulator. This 4D-matrix provides all the necessary data for the solver and enables the use and comparison of various algorithms on the same problem instances. Another approach for conflict resolution is shown in [11] , where a sequence of maneuvers is controlled by the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. Although these models generate feasible trajectories from aircraft performance perspective and take maneuvers cost into account, unfortunately they are not adapted with curved trajectories.
Another class of methods, based on a force field, enables automatic generation of conflict-free trajectories with a mathematical proof. Beside difficulties imposed by aircraft performance (speed limits or trajectory smoothness) [12] , there are successful implementations of the force field methods, like [13] , [14] and [15] . Even though, the major drawbacks of a force field method are a continuous aircraft maneuver in response to the changing force field [16] , and complete neglect of the optimization.
In [12] new methodology for trajectory planning, using B-spline, is presented. Tactical aircraft conflict resolution is formulated as an optimization problem whose decision variables are the spline control points. In this work aircrafts were represented using a kinematic model to solve conflicts on the level flight (2D), evidencing local aspect of the method. Uncertainty of trajectory prediction is not considered as well. Another trajectory dimension reduction technique using linear piecewise interpolation is presented in [17] and [18] . In this work strategic de-confliction of aircraft trajectories is addressed with the objective to minimize the number of conflicts using route and slot allocation. Uncertainty in aircraft position is taken through "freedom margin" that is slightly higher than the separation norm (6 NM), while the cost of the solution is not considered. Trajectory design based on the wavefront propagation principle termed, light propagation algorithm (LPA), is shown in [19] . Propagation is discretized in space and time and a branch-and-bound algorithm is used to compute smooth geodesic with static and dynamic obstacles. In order to deal with the conflict resolution problem, LPA controls sequentially aircraft trajectories by selecting aircraft according to some given priority rule. This lead to unfairness between aircrafts particularly for problem instances involving many aircrafts, limiting application of LPA. The limitation is partly overcome using shifting time window [20] that, however, doesn't guarantee global optimum. LPA extension, that includes longitudinal uncertainty of aircraft position, is presented in [20] . Even with the use of uncertainty reduction techniques, like Required Time of Arrival, there were still some remaining conflicts (around 10%).
The most of existing trajectory planning models consider finding of conflict-free trajectories barely taking into account uncertainty of trajectory prediction. It is shown in this work that in the case of traffic disturbances, it is better to have a robust solution otherwise newly generated congestion problems would be hard and costly to solve.
ROBUST TRAJECTORY PLANNING

Problem statement
In this work we present an alternative way dealing with uncertainty in aircraft position (inability to cope with RBT) and unplanned situation, through building a more robust flight plan at a pre-tactical or strategic level. Robustness includes both reducing the likelihood of disruption and increasing the number of options to recover from a disruption easily. This way, flight plan itself becomes less affected by such disturbances reducing the need for tactical actions. Further, it positively affects the tactical controller workload alleviating traffic management and conflict resolution tasks, which is the primary target of future ATM [4] .
Therefore method proposed in this work aims at generating set of robust 4D trajectories while minimizing total additional cost incur to the airspace users due to deviation from the UPTs. Although adding robustness to flight plan could result in higher airline planned costs, disruption costs (cost of management actions taken to resolve conflict on tactical level due to disruptions) might be reduced due to reduced need for tactical interventions, hopefully leading to reduction in airline real operating costs.
RTP problem is formulated as a multi-objective problem that addresses how to optimally generate a set of 4D trajectories from origin to destination, based on assignment of: horizontal route shape (2D route), vertical profile and slot of departure, in order to manage the two confronted objectives: maximizing total robustness, and minimizing total planned operating costs. It aims at finding system optimum (SO) solution, a solution that is optimal from a viewpoint of a system as a whole. RTP might be further constrained by ATS capacities (airport capacity), or may include no-fly zones (severe weather cells, restricted or prohibited zones, etc.) that flights should avoid.
Robustness and flight interaction
To increase robustness, one must first define what robustness is, as definition is usually problem dependent [21] . ATM is a safety critical system, with the main task to provide a safe flow of air traffic before making it punctual and expeditious, therefore in this work, robustness is considered as "the ability of a system to resist changes without adapting its initial stable configuration" [22] .
Another question concerns: disturbances that have to be taken into account, and indicators that quantify the robustness [23] . There are many uncertainty sources that can deflect an aircraft from its intended position (initial delay, wind, atmospheric temperature, actual aircraft weight, etc.). Difference between aircraft actual position and planned position may happen in space and/or time. Taking into account advanced future avionics [24] , the trajectory will conform to the flight plan in the spatial dimension, while the position on trajectory may be subject to deviations in the temporal dimension [25] . Time uncertainty of position is, thus, main disturbance considered in this work.
Various indicators may be used to characterize the robustness in the context of trajectory planning. An alternative way of quantifying the solution robustness is to measure its vulnerability to environmental change as opposite indicator. While the robustness describes the strength of a solution, the vulnerability describes its weakness [23] . In this work, flight interaction is chosen as a measure of solution vulnerability and indirect measure of solution robustness.
Interaction between two flights is defined as a situation where flights compete for the same point in 4D space at the planning level. Unlike a conflict that has a fixed separation norm [26] ; interaction takes into account the aircraft position uncertainty propagation (deviations from the RBT). When aircraft positions coincide in 4D space it results in maximum interaction that decreases while the distance (in space and time) between them increases. In the presence of uncertainty, minimization of interaction between flights at planning level decreases conflict probability and thus increases solution robustness.
In this work, flight interaction is defined as an exponential function of time separation, i.e. difference between times of arrival at conflicting points. For a pair of conflicting points and , with time separation , interaction magnitude is computed by (1):
where parameter controls the steepness of the exponential function and bounds flight interaction. Both parameters might vary depending on the test scenario.
Conflicting points are a pair of route positions that are separated less than given 3D norm. Usually those are points of routes intersection; however, they could be closely separated points of non-intersecting routes. With classical trajectory representation, as an ordered list of position vectors (samples) in 4D, brute force approach for detection of conflicting points implies a pairwise comparison of trajectory samples. This is, however, a time consuming process and not suitable for a problem that involves a large number of samples [27] . In this work, a grid-based scheme developed in [28] is used for position vector comparison. In this approach, airspace is discretized using a four dimension grid with each cell having a unique address. Every position vector is associated with the address of the cell in the grid where it belongs, and its interaction against all other vectors is computed comparing only vectors belonging to that and surrounding cells.
With curved flight routes multiple conflicting points might exist. All those points are taken into account, because the number of conflicting points quantifies interaction between two flights. Finally, interaction between two flights and is computed taking into account both magnitude of interaction between conflicting points and their quantity as in (2) .
where represents conflicting points separation norm.
Route generation model
Both, NextGen and SESAR perceive more direct, fuel efficient routes in the future ATM enabled by satellite positioning and advance navigation technologies. This will free airspace from the "old highways in the sky" [5] . Although there is only one shortest direct route (geodesic) for two points, as it may be unavailable due to obstacles or traffic congestion, or it might not be optimal taking into account wind on the route, alternative routes has to be considered. With curve-shape trajectories infinitive number of alternatives exist. Consequently, the set of possible curve routes is infinitely large. Curves are objects belonging to spaces with infinite dimensions, and in order to manipulate such objects it is necessary to reduce the dimension of the search space [29] .
In this work homotopy is used as a dimension reduction technique. It has been observed that homotopic feature of continuous functions may be used to easily map large continuous spaces using only a small number of parameters. This feature is exploited in the route generation model to design the shape of the horizontal route (alternative horizontal route) that is matched with vertical profile to produce 3D route. Finally, 3D shapes are completed with time dimension in order to create trajectories.
Homotopy
In topology, two continuous functions are called homotopic if one can be "continuously deformed" into the other. Such a deformation is called a homotopy between the two functions, and the concept was first formulated by Poincaré around 1900 [30] .
Dashed lines in Fig. 1 represent iso-contours of the homotopy ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) in computed as a convex combination of the reference functions ( ) and ( ) for different values of the parameter .
The route generation model uses homotopy ( ) to map the space between reference functions using single real number . Consequently, the model performance (resulting routes) is only influenced by the selection of the reference functions. Selection is further constrained as the route geometry has critical influence on the feasibility and performance of aircraft route tracking [14] . The list of reference function properties and selection process are presented in [32] . Fig. 2 shows a pair of symmetric reference functions ( ) and ( ). For a given , two points on reference functions are represented as vectors in Cartesian coordinate system by ( ) and ( ), where ( ). Hence a point of homotopy, defined as a convex combination with respect to symmetric reference functions, is given by (3). an absolute deviation of parameter from , that is considered 'identity element' because the resulting symmetric homotopy is direct (nominal) route.
Mathematical formulation
( ) ( ∑ ( ) ) ( ) | | ( ) ∑ | |(4)
Alternative route design
Due to physical constraints on airports, it is assumed, in this research, that area around airports and TMA will remain controlled. Therefore the horizontal route shape is only modified in the en-route segment. The route generation process is summarized in Fig. 3 .
In order to generalize shape design process, making it independent of origin-destination pair, the domain of homotopy function is set to [ ] and codomain to [ ], with points ( ) and ( ) representing start and end point of en-route segment. This also unifies route shape manipulations, like length calculation, trajectory profile extension, etc. for any possible flight. For a given set of homotopies with respect to symmetric reference functions ( ) and set of parameters , that controls homotopies, alternative horizontal route shape in en-route segment is computed using the model presented in subsection 3.3.2. The process is visualized in Fig. 3 step 1 . Horizontal route shape is decoded in the step 2' (Fig. 3) by scaling, rotation and translation based on real coordinates of the start and end point.
The length of the alternative horizontal route is always larger than the length of nominal direct route. Therefore, direct mapping between the given vertical profile and the new horizontal route is not possible, and the solution is either to re-simulate flight using the aircraft performance model, which is time consuming, or to approximate the vertical and speed profiles to match the new route length. In this work the second approach is used, as it is shown in [18] that it is more efficient to extend the vertical profile at the top of descent in the cruise phase of flight. The result is an acceptable approximation of the profile that respects optimal climb and descent gradients as well as speed profile.
Step 2'' in Fig. 3 explains a process of trajectory profile extension. Based on a horizontal route extension and initial trajectory state vector , trajectory profile is extended by adding (multiplying) flight segments as many times as it takes to make the length of new profile and the length of alternative horizontal route shape equal. Vectors [kg/min] fuel burn rate for the flight using the vertical profile , f F, ;
flight interaction unit cost;
Decision variables
The triple ( a ) represents a decision variable associated with each flight , in order to separate them in the 4D space. To separate trajectories in temporal space, a departure delay is assigned, while spatial separation is maintained by assignment of (a ) for each flight in order to control their 3D routes. Vertical profile a is selected from the set of alternative vertical profiles, allowing change of cruising altitude. Vector ( ) controls the shape of the horizontal route by controlling homotopy .
Constraints
In practice, flow control deals with a time interval divided into a finite number of periods rather than with a continuous time variable. Therefore departure delay can be treated as discrete by dividing the considered maximum allowed delay into k periods of equal length t (k t). Then, the set of possible ground delays is:
{ , t, ,(k-) t, k t}. An important feature of the The Homotopy route generation model is that the shape and length of an alternative horizontal route are bounded by the reference functions. The only restriction is that the parameters controlling homotopies have to take a value between 0 and 1. Finally, the choice of vertical profile is limited to a pre-defined finite set of possible alternative profiles for each flight.
Objective function
The RTP is formulated as an assignment of a vertical profile a , a vector of parameters that controls homotopy ( ) and a delay for each flight , such that the objective function consisting of the total additional costs to network user and the total cost of flight interaction is minimized. The total flight interaction is calculated as the sum of flight interactions between all pairs of flights. Total additional costs to network users, due to deviation from UPTs, are calculated as sum of:
 cost of alternative vertical profile -due to additional fuel burn and possible late arrival at destination. It is an input parameter associated with each alternative profile , that equals zero when a nominal vertical profile is used ,  cost of delay -due to late arrival at destination point. It is calculated as the difference between actual and nominal arrival time, where the nominal arrival time is an input parameter, while actual time is computed by the route generation model. Delay unit costs and aircraft categorization are based on a study presented in [33] ,  cost of fuel -due to longer alternative horizontal route. It is calculated based on the airborne delay and fuel burn rate , an input parameter that depends on aircraft type (flight) and cruising altitude (vertical profile). FBR data were extracted from EUROCONTROL's dvanced Emission Model -AEM that are based on BADA (Base of Aircraft Data) datasets.
Mathematical model
subject to constraints:
{ }
The first sum in the objective function (5) represents the total initial cost due to the alternative vertical profiles. The second sum is the total delay cost due to late arrivals at destinations. The third sum is the total cost of additional fuel burned due to a longer routes. Finally, the last sum represent total cost of flight interactions.
The constraint (6) ensures that each flight can be only assigned to one vertical profile. The constraint (7) ensures that every flight delay takes a value from a given set of possible ground delays. Finally, the constraint (8) ensures that the parameters controlling homotopies takes a value between 0 and 1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The RTP problem, presented in the previous section, is known to be NP_HARD problem. In addition it has a non-separable state variables and objective function that is evaluated by simulation (black-box). To solve real instances of problems involving high combinatory in huge state space, one must use stochastic optimization techniques. Due to size of memory required for defining a point in the state space, Simulated Annealing (SA) as local search metaheuristic has been selected to address this problem based on the fact that it needs less memory than other techniques.
The RTP model is applied to a large scale real-life example to test its capabilities against conventional conflict-free models.
Experimental setup
Traffic sample
Traffic data included traffic in French Metropolitan airspace on August 17, 2008. On given date, there were 8,845 flights in the French airspace. To make the problem size manageable, but still realistic three hour period (9h -12h) from morning peak is selected. Finally, the traffic sample includes 1,755 flights, of which: 50% were overflights, about 10% were domestic flights, and about 40% were international flights, having either departure or arrival at French airports. Flights were operated by 50 different aircraft types, that furthermore confirms high heterogeneity of demand.
Traffic data source and format
System entry time (departure time or time when flight enters airspace) and system entry and exit points (airport or airborne fix) were extracted from real traffic data obtained from the French civil aviation system for flight plan processing, real-time radar data tracking and visualization -CAUTRA. Then, flights were simulated in the ENAC Traffic Simulator (CATS) [8] using direct flight route. Resulting nominal trajectories with system exit times were recorded. As CATS is discrete model, the final flight data were provided as a sequence of route points sampled every 15 seconds. Each point contains the 4D position, velocity and aircraft intention. Two successive points define flight segment as a direct portion of flight.
Solution space
Each flight is simulated using five different cruising altitudes: a nominal altitude, two lower and two higher cruising altitudes, maintaining an optimal vertical profile. At the end each flight is assigned with five vertical profiles corresponding to those flight levels.
The shape of the alternative horizontal route is computed using the route generation model based on three reference function, as in Fig. 3 step 1 , and three real parameters having a value between 0 and 1.
The maximum ground delay is set to 30 minutes.
Scenarios settings
In this work two main scenarios are defined and tested. First, the base scenario, aiming to find a robust solution as a balance between interactions and additional flight costs, and second, that aims at finding a conflict-free solution not taking into account solution robustness. The second scenario is designed in order to evaluate robustness of the base scenario.
For both scenarios same interaction, delay and fuel unit costs are used, with difference in , that bounds flight interaction. Interaction is bound to 3 minutes in the base scenario while it is set to zero for conflict-free scenario, meaning that it is sufficient that flight are separated in space or in time.
Experimental results
Scenarios were tested on an Intel Pentium DualCore 2.9GHz PC with 4Gb of RAM.
Base scenario
When robustness is taken into account, the number of conflicting points of the initial flight plan (nominal trajectories) was 310,814. It includes interactions of different magnitude, resulting in EUR 92.66 million 1 of total initial interaction costs.
In the search for the best robust solution, the optimization algorithm was able to reduce the value of the objective function to 0.19 million of EUR. The algorithm intended to find the best possible balance between interaction and operating costs, hence, there were some remaining interactions located near Paris TMA (marked in Fig. 4a ). This was, however, a very challenging task. The best solution was obtained in 20 hours of CPU time, while the solution with objective value in the range of 10% of the objective of the best known solution was found in less than 500 SA steps in 13 hours. For the reference, excluding flight operating costs from the objective, a robust solution was found in one hour on average.
To find a robust solution, as expected, many flights have been modified, i.e. 87% of all flights. The majority of flights were assigned an alternative horizontal route, while less than 30% were delayed or assigned to a nonnominal cruising altitude. The main numerical results are presented in Table 1 .
Required trajectory modifications result in an increase of operating cost of EUR 108 per flight on average. This is a very promising result considering that no additional disruptions should be experienced due to increased solution robustness. 
Conflict-free scenario
Considering only the conflicts, the general problem is relaxed and a solution to the problem was easier to find. The initial number of conflicting points between nominal flight trajectories was 18,268, resulting in total initial cost of EUR 18.27 million.
The algorithm was able to find a conflict-free solution (Fig. 4b) and the best found solution had the value of the objective function equal to EUR 29,984. The solution was obtained in 16 hours of CPU time, while the solution with the objective value in the range of 10% of the objective of the best known solution was found in less than 200 SA steps in 7 hours. To give a reference, if flight operating costs are excluded from the objective function and only conflicts are counted, a conflict-free solution is found in less than 30 seconds.
In the found solution, more than a half of the flights didn't receive tra ectory modifications, and once again a horizontal route modification was mostly used to solve potential conflicts. Due to alternative trajectories, operating cost increased EUR 17 per flight on average. 
Solution robustness testing
To test solution robustness, conflict-free and robust (base) scenario solutions are imposed to additional flight delays and effects of these disruptions are measured by comparing congestion problems they produce to the system. The magnitude of the congestion problem is measured by the number of newly generated conflicting points. Several scenarios were defined varying in disruption level, as shown in Table 2 , depending on the number of affected flights. There were multiple scenario repetitions as the resulting congestion problem is very sensitive to mixture of affected flights.
Distribution of average number of conflicting points over five test scenarios is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The graph clearly shows that robust trajectories are less affected by disruptions and therefore cause less congestion problems. It is additionally shown it is easier to solve congestion problems of robust trajectories at the tactical level compared to the one of conflict-free trajectories.
CONCLUSIONS
This work investigates the potential of robust trajectory planning at strategic, pre-tactical level as a mean to alleviate the en-route congestion in airspace. It introduces a novel approach for route shape generation based on homotopic feature of continuous functions. This approach is capable of generating a large number of routes of different shape with a reasonable number of decision variables.
Application of developed optimization model is illustrated in real-life example. Results show that the model is able to solve real instances of the problem, with computation time that corresponds to the intended use of the model. Further, the results indicate that, under certain conditions, solution robustness could be considerably increased at the relative small expense of the solution cost, providing a good alternative to the solutions developed by existing conflict-free trajectory planning models.
Introduction of operating costs into objective significantly increases problem complexity, as due to the rugged shape of the objective function, slow exploration of the search space is inevitable. This influences computation time that should be further improved in order to address larger problem instances. Furthermore, a feature of the homotopy route generation model, that horizontal route is controlled by real value parameters, could be more exploited in future research using field congestion metrics. It is foreseen that in such a case, it would be possible to represent congestion metrics as a function of parameters that controls each homotopy, and not to calculate its value throughout the simulation.
